hi I'm NASA Kennedy's Mike justice

taking you inside KSC one of the aft

skirts that will become part of the

exploration mission one stack was moved

to the booster fabrication facility at

Kennedy the skirt will make up part of a

solid rocket booster that will

eventually be assembled for the Space

Launch System rocket that will fly the

e1 flight test NASA is targeting late

2018 for the critical flight test that

will demonstrate the booster and Orion

spacecraft on an uncrewed mission to the

moon and back another vital element for
the EM1 mission continues to take shape

the processing Bay of the Vehicle

Assembly Building with a massive booster

and spacecraft will be stacked the

latest in a long series of platforms was

installed in the bay recently eventually

the VAB will have ten levels of new

platforms tailored to the processing

needs of the Space Launch System rocket

and Orion spacecraft and remember

spaceport magazine digs deeper inside

KSC